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Would your group be interested in hearing lectures by distinguished NPSS speakers providing overviews of state-of-the-art research in a wide range of topics selected from all of the technical fields covered by the Nuclear and Plasma Sciences Society?

If so, the NPSS Distinguished Lecturer program may have something of interest for you. The NPSS maintains a panel of distinguished lecturers, all experts in their fields, who have agreed to travel to give lectures from time to time to interested groups. This panel is constantly reviewed and new distinguished lecturers sought to fill in technical and geographic gaps.

The NPSS will provide lecturers for local IEEE activities, including NPSS Chapter meetings, IEEE Section meetings, and IEEE Student Branch meetings, at no cost to the local organization sponsoring the lecture—

the NPSS will pay the transportation and lodging costs of the speaker. In addition, these lectures can be tailored to the needs and interests of the audience. The lectures are also available to other IEEE entities as well as colleges and universities.

On the web site, www.ieee-npss.org, you will find the list of the current pool of speakers, including at least two representatives from each of our technical communities, who offer a diverse range of lectures. These can be tailored to the level of a particular audience. All speakers have been selected for their ability to communicate their knowledge with skill and enthusiasm.

To invite a specific lecturer, please contact that lecturer directly using the email links provided on the webpage.

For more general information, please contact the NPSS Distinguished Lecturer Coordinator, through www.ieee-npss.org.